Comprehension
Expository Text Structure

C.019

In My Own Words

Objective
The student will paraphrase text.

Materials
Expository text
Choose text within students’ instructional-independent reading level range.
Format text to fit on left side of student sheet, attach, and copy.
Student sheet (Activity Master C.019.SS)
Dictionary
Pencil

Activity
Students rewrite text in own words.
1. Provide the student with a student sheet.
2. Student reads or reviews the text. Looks up any unfamiliar words in the dictionary,
if necessary.
3. Underlines any important words, phrases, or sentences.
4. Rewrites each sentence in own words.
5. Rereads what is written and confirms that the meaning is comparable to the
original text.
6. Teacher evaluation

Name
In My Own Wor
ds

Text
Mammals are a
class of animals
that
share many char
acteristics. Most
have
babies that are
born alive. Mam
mals
also make milk
for their babies
and
care
for their younb more
than other anim
There are other
als.
things that mam
mals
have in common
with each other
. They
have hair on their
bodies. They are
warm-blooded
which means their
body
temperature stays
about the same
no
matter what the
weather is like.
Although mammals
have a lot in
common, there
are some ways
in which
they differ. One
thing that is differ
ent is
that mammals eat
many types of food
Some eat only plant
s.
s, some eat only
meat, and some
eat both meat and
plants. There are
three types of mam
that even eat insec
mals
ts.
aardvark, anteater, They are the
and pangolin.
There are three
main groups of
mammals. One
group lays eggs
and
includes the duck
-billed platypus.
Another group has
pouches in whic
h
they carry their
babies. The third
group
doesn't have pouc
hes because their
babies are more
developed when
they
are born. some
examples of mam
mals
are beavers, cows
, dogs, tigers and
whales. Human
even
beings are mam
mals.
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Paraphrase
Mammals are a group
animals that have man of
things in common. y
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Extensions and Adaptations
Discuss text with a partner and paraphrase text together.
Write a summary statement based on the text on the back of the student sheet.
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